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Introduction
To get more information about the origin of certain digital images, previous studies showed the ability to find the camera fingerprints on digital images. The fingerprint (so-called PRNU-patterns), are visible in the form of image noise. The noise is created because of little artifacts of the camera image sensor and could be extracted as shown by Lukas et al. [1] . Different studies [2, 3, 4] have shown that using this information, forensic scientist are able to match images and cameras based on fixed image noise caused by the sensor as an indicator for the camera used. The results may for example be of interest in cases of child abuse or pornography. While previous work at the Netherlands Forensic Institute [5] , focussed on low quality images/videos, showed the ability to combine images to get a clear noise pattern for investigation, the goal of the following research was to learn about the possibility to match single images to known noise patterns. Hereby one can think of scanning through a lot of images (online) to find correlating noise patterns (fingerprints). Therefore fast noise pattern extraction methods should be used and information about the reliability should be formed. The central part of the project is digital image noise patterns, which can be used as identification method for digital cameras. These so-called PRNU-patterns are the fingerprint of the intern camera chip on the digital image, caused by the non-uniformity of the chip.
Using image noise patterns
When noise patterns are extracted from images, forensic scientists could use these patterns to compare to others and get information about the relation between those images. In the next situations noise pattern analyses could be used: 1. Determine if an image is made using the suspect camera 2. Determine if a group of pictures is made using the same camera 3. Determine groups of images created using the same camera, from a database of images Currently, the first situation is one where already a lot is investigated. The noise pattern of single suspect images is compared to the noise pattern of images created using a suspect camera and other reference patterns from the same camera model. From these results can be concluded whether those suspect images are created using the suspect camera. The image noise pattern (or PRNU), that is extracted from the images, is often the averaged result of multiple noise patterns (like shown by [5] ), to form the camera specific noise. Like shown in Figure 1 , when comparing PRNU patterns from cameras of the same type, matching camera noise patterns could be distinguished from others for most camera model as the correlation of the corresponding noise patterns is calculated. Being able to suppress the consequences of periodic noise, for all cameras reliable correlation plots could be created. Where now images could be matched (eg. seen as created using the same camera) or mismatched, based on the correlation of the noise patterns.
Extracting groups from databases As described before, a possible usage of noise patterns could be finding images, which were created using the same camera from a huge database of images. The following 6 step process show how correlating noise patterns of images are put together to form groups as shown below:
i) The database is split in blocks of 50 images and for each of the blocks, the next steps ii) to v) will follow ii) First a list is created for all images in the block and for each one the noise pattern is calculated. iii) A random chosen image is defined as the first group with the PRNU-patterns defined as the noise pattern of this image. iv) Each image noise pattern, correlating to the PRNU of this group above a chosen correlation threshold value, is added to the group and the PRNU-pattern is now defined as the average noise pattern of the containing images. v) The previous step is repeated until no other images from the database correlate to the group. Hereafter from step iii) the process is repeated until all images of the database are put in groups. vi) After groups are formed for each block, the correlation of the PRNU for groups from different blocks is calculated. Based on this value, groups are combined in case of a match.
In this final step vi), correlations based on 90 degrees of rotation between noise patterns are compared to a threshold value to determine possible matches. Also different tests on edited noise patterns could be covered in this step; like scaled noise patterns (for images on different resolution, but created using the same camera), what could be caused by digital zoom, cropped images or images with different resolutions are combined in the database. For these steps the time to calculate each noise pattern from an image and the size of this noise pattern (for correlation calculation) determine the actual time the process takes. Therefore, methods and approximations to speed up the process are important. Faster algorithms could also be used to screen a lot of images (on a website or stream of uploading images) on certain suspect noise patterns. 
Methods and approximations
Where different methods are available for extracting image noise patterns, they differ in accuracy and calculation speed. A reliable method like discussed by [1] (using a calculation in the 'Wavelet domain') could be used to calculate the noise pattern of an image. But the time to extract the noise pattern could be improved when using the Fourth Order Differential Filter proposed by [7] , increasing the speed (by a factor of 8, as seen in the MATLAB programs) where this filter does not need the transformation to the Wavelet domain. When using a Second Order Differential Filter [6] , the speed of the first mentioned method could even be increased (by a factor of 14), when an algorithm calculates the Second Order Differential of an image and subtract this from the original image to create a noise pattern. These results indicate that the differences between matches and mismatches are the largest for Fast Noise of the Fourth Order Differential filter.
Another test was done to see how well the different algorithms would perform when one natural image was compared to a set of 40 natural images. 6 cameras were used and per camera 8 natural photos were made. The three algorithms seem to behave in pretty much the same way. For example, the correlation of the third image shows a dip compared to the first and second image for all the algorithms and image 22 resulted in a mismatch for each of the used methods. Again, the Fourth Order filter has the largest differences between matches and mismatches.
Because the calculation of the noise pattern is done per color channel, using only one instead of 3 could save extra time during the calculation. The influence of using the different color channels on the performance were tested and results show that using a combination of the 3 color channels shows the best results. Here all channels are added to a grey image (one channel) before the noise pattern is calculated. The size of the images influences the calculation time and reducing the image-size could therefore speed up the process. Using only a selection of the image results in a higher variance for matching and mismatching correlations and therefore a smaller distinction between the two. After some experiments, reducing the image size to 1024x1024 pixels still showed a clear distinction between matching and mismatching images, as shown in Figure 2 . When the image size is reduced, only the pixels from the center of the image are used, because in this way rotations and scaled/shifted noise patterns can still be found. As shown in Figure 3 , the suggested steps are to create a grey image of one color channel by adding the 3 color channels of the original image. Hereafter only the middle 1024x1024 pixels could be used for the calculation of the noise pattern to be compared to others (by calculation the correlation of possible matching noise patterns).
Threshold value
To determine the distinction between matching and mismatching images, a threshold value is needed, for which the correlation of image noise patterns above this value is seen as matching images. This threshold value should be low enough for a high True Positive Rate (TPR), to find as most matching noise patterns. But the value should be high enough for a low False Positive Rate (FPR), not making too many errors (false combination). Therefore constant FPR rates (Equal Error Rates), is used to determine the threshold value, for example on a 1% error margin. When a noise pattern was compared to a growing noise pattern (as the average of a growing number of image noise patterns), the threshold value should increase too, for a constant FPR (error). This is caused by the fact that for growing PRNU-patterns other non-camera specific noise filters out and correlation values increase. Threshold values are determined for different combinations of PRNU-patterns and the results shown in Figure 4 . The results of this varying threshold value (that was also determined for the combination noise patterns, both created using multiple images) were used in the previously discussed method to link groups in a large database. To find matching images based on correlating noise patterns, threshold values are created using a sample database. For a noise pattern A based on a-images and noise pattern B based on b-images; images A and B are concluded to match (created using the same camera) if corr2(A(a),B(b)) > threshold(a,b). Here the threshold values threshold(a,b) are created using a sample database of image noise patterns of the same size and using the same noise extraction method. To create the threshold(a,b) value an error margin r (like for example r = 1%) is determined as the value for which r% of the correlation between non-matching noise patterns from the sample database exceeds this value. 
Conclusions
The Fast Noise of the Fourth Order and the Fast Noise of the Second order Differential filters perform just as well or maybe even better than the Wavelet based filter. The advantage is that the Fast Noise filters are much faster than the Wavelet filter. Using the methods described in Figure 3 , groups were extracted from different databases, grouping images based on the camera used to create the original images. The calculation (for databases up to 500 images) was done in about 30 minutes, using above described methods and approximations in a MATLAB environment. The output showed groups that were indeed created using the same camera, plus some single images that could not be matched. The number of groups that were found was in the order of (often 1.5 times) the number of cameras used to create the database. Those experiments were done using the available pictures from the previous tests. Thereby images from other locations like pictures from the image website Flickr.com, were combined in a large folder and could easily be linked by this method. Although, because of the small error margin, possible mismatches could occur while extracting groups from an image database, the results show this method could certainly be used. The results could be used in forensic science to find the source of images from a large folder. If necessary, selected groups could further be analyzed by using other methods or without approximations. Like the full size of the image could be used for the pattern noise calculation and calculate the correlation for certain groups. Overall these findings show the possibility to investigate single images on corresponding noise pattern to quickly find relating images from large databases.
